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Abstract
With the popularity of the Web and Internet, massive data is generated.However, this enormous datasets present the challenge
to apply data mining techniques in order to extract useful information. Dimensionality reduction can be used to improve both
eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness while extracting information from data. In this paper we have proposed an algorithm to reduce the
dimensionality of the datasets such that after applying data mining techniques on reduced datasets we get almost same results as
with the original datasets. Random Sketch is used to reduce the dimensions of the dataset.
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1. Introduction
Data mining is to extract useful information from extremely large datasets such as to ﬁnd recurrently occurring
patters or ﬁnding similar items or clustering of data [1].Modern Internet applications have created a need to manage
enormous amount of data promptly. The data is too massive that it does not ﬁt into the main memory, therefore it is
diﬃcult to apply data mining techniques on the data. So, we need to devise techniques to reduce the datasets such that
we get similar results, as with the original datasets, if we apply data mining techniques on reduced dataset.
The techniques used to process large datasets are (1) Parallel processing: Algorithms like BFR that processes data in
parallel, in order to apply data mining on large datasets [2].(2)Dimension reduction: Done using Singular value de-
composition, Random Projection or Sampling [1]. Dimensionality reduction techniques are well explored in databases
[3,4].
In this paper we have proposed to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset such that data ﬁts into the main memory
and data mining techniques could be applied on the datasets in order to mine useful information from the data. We
have used Random Sketch in order to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset. The size of the data, after applying
Random Sketch has reduced considerably and then clustering is applied on the reduced datasets.
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of random sketch.
1.1. Related Work
Problems of clustering as well as classiﬁcation have been studied in data stream. Some methods for clustering in
data stream are proposed in [5–7]. Partition based approach in [7] uses adaptation of k-means to create clusters over
the entire data stream. Count-Min Sketch based approach for clustering massive domain data stream is discussed in
[8] .Various techniques on classiﬁcation for data stream have been studied in [9,10].Mining of massive domain data
streams using sketch is discussed in [11]
2. Data Sketching
Our main focus in this paper is on massive data, that is, data is too large that it cannot be incorporated in the
primary memory and also a lot of time is consumed while accessing data from the disk [12].Disk cannot transfer data
to primary memory at more than a hundred million bytes per second. That is not a problem when the dataset is in
megabyte. But in massive dataset (data in gigabytes or terabyte)it presents problems just accessing it. Therefore some
techniques must be designed so that various data mining techniques could be applied on the massive datasets.
In this paper we are mainly focused on dimension reduction. It is used to map set S to S in space of much smaller
dimensionality while preserving important properties of set S [1] .Hence, we have used Random Sketch, based on
Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma [13].This lemma states that a set of points in high dimensional space can be mapped to
much lower dimension such that pairwise distance of the points in the higher dimensional space are almost preserved.
The cardinality of the lower dimension space depends on the number of input points and degree to which the pairwise
distance need to be preserved. Formally it can be written as follow:
Lemma: Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma For any such that 1/2 >  > 0, and any set of points S Rd with |S | = n
upon projection to a uniform random k-dimensional subspace where k = O(logn), the following property holds with
probability atleast 1/2 for every pair u, v  S, (1 − )||u − v||2 ≤ || f (u) − f (v)||2 ≤ (1 + )||u − v||2, where f(u), f(v) are
projection of u, v
Random sketch is used to create compact synopsis or the summary of the data which is smaller than the original
data. Sketches capture salient properties while occupying little memory. [14]
2.1. Random Sketch
In random sketch, at ﬁrst relation is modelled as deﬁning a vector or matrix, and then the sketch is formed by
multiplying the data by a vector. Figure 1 is demonstrating it in which a ﬁxed sketch matrix multiplies the data to
generate the sketch (vector) [14]. Sketch vector forms the synopsis of the entire data, which is much smaller than the
original data. Data mining algorithms can now be applied on the sketch vector.
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of Proposed algorithm.
3. Mining Sketches
Enormous data poses problems in mining, as the data does not ﬁt into the main memory, therefore various data
mining algorithms cannot be applied on the data. So, in this paper we are proposing an algorithm which reduces the
dimensionality of the dataset and thereafter applying distance based clustering and classiﬁcation algorithms on the
reduced dataset. Figure 2 shows the ﬂowchart of the proposed algorithm. In this the random sketch is used to reduce
the dimensionality of the dataset and then k-Means, hierarchical clustering and K-nearest neighbour algorithms are
applied on the reduced dataset.
In this algorithm we have used random sketch to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset. Step 1 counts the number
of attributes in the dataset and in step 2 sketch matrix is generated which have rows equal to the number attributed in
the dataset. Sketch matrix have 3 sets of values (1) between 0 and 1 (2) 0 and 1 (3)between maximum and minimum
value of the dataset. Step 3 multiplies each row of the dataset with the sketch matrix in order to generate sketch
vector. Once the Sketch vector is generated K-Means, Hierarchical clustering and K-Nearest Neighbour algorithms
are applied on the Sketch Matrix.
3.1. Algorithmic steps
The proposed algorithm have the following steps:
Step 1: Count the number of attributes in the input dataset.
Step 2: Generate a random vector equal to number of attributes in the input ﬁle(Sketch matrix).
Step 3: FOR each row R in dataset DO
Multiply R with random vector and store the result in a ﬁle (so a random sketch of the initial dataset is created)
END;
Step 4: Apply clustering and classiﬁcation algorithms on the reduced dataset.
4. Experimental Results:
In this section, we have evaluated the eﬀectiveness and performance of our approach. We reduced the dataset using
Java and then applied K-Means, Hierarchical clustering and KNN using Weka Tool[15]. The results presented in this
paper are obtained from experiments conducted on Windows machine with 1.5GHz CPU and 2 GB of memory.
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Fig. 3. Confusion matrix for diﬀerent random values of sketch matrix.
4.1. Dataset
In our experiment we have used datasets URL Reputation. Dataset is taken from UCI repository [16]. The dataset
is used to identifying Malicious URLs. It has 3231961 attributed to identify whether the URL is malicious or not.
First attribute is the class (-1 or 1) -1 indicates that the URL is malicious and 1 indicates the data is not malicious.
4.2. Evaluation of Clusters
Weka tool evaluates the clustering using Classes to clusters evaluation. In this modeWeka ﬁrst ignores the class at-
tribute and generates the clustering. Then during the test phase it assigns classes to the clusters, based on the majority
value of the class attribute within each cluster. After that it computes the classiﬁcation error, based on this assignment
and also shows the corresponding confusion matrix. An example of this for k-means is shown below.
0 1 — assigned to cluster
0 5 4 — yes
1 3 2 — no
Above is the confusion matrix which indicated that 5 items of cluster 0 was assigned correctly and 4 items were
assigned incorrectly. Similarly row 2 represents that 3 out of 5 items were assigned correctly and 2 assigned incor-
rectly.
4.3. Results
The proposed algorithm is also applied on URL Reputation dataset. In this the size of original ﬁle is 1.58GB
and the size of resultant ﬁle which we get after applying our proposed algorithm is1.47KB.Time taken to perform
k-Means, Hierarchical Clustering was .02 sec and for KNN .01 sec . Figure3 is demontrating confusion matrix which
is obtained for diﬀerent random values of sketch matrix when K-Means, Hierarchical clustering K-Nearest Neighbour
algorithms are applied on sketch vector.
Figure 4 shows the percentage of data correctly assigned to the clusters when K-Means is applied on the reduced
dataset i.e. the sketch vector. X-axis represents the diﬀerent random values taken of sketch matrix. Pre-eminent
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Fig. 4. K-Means applied on sketch vector for diﬀerent values of sketch vs correctness of data.
Fig. 5. Hierarchical Clustering applied on sketch vector for diﬀerent values of sketch matrix vs correctness of data.
results were obtained when sketch matrix has values between 0 and 1.
Figure 5 shows the percentage of data correctly assigned to the clusters when Hierarchical Clustering is applied on
the reduced dataset i.e. the sketch vector. X-axis represents the diﬀerent random values taken for sketch matrix. Pre-
eminent results were obtained when sketch matrix has values between maximum and minimum values of the dataset.
Figure 6 demonstrates the percentage of correctly classiﬁed data after applying K-Nearest Neighbour algorithm
on sketch vector obtained. X-axis represents the diﬀerent random valued taken and Y-axis percentage of correctly
classiﬁed data. Pre-eminent results were obtained when random values are between minimum and maximum values
of dataset and also for if the random values are between 0 and 1.
In k-means ,hierarchical clustering as well as in K-Nearest Neighbour algorithm if the values were taken between
minimum and maximum values of the dataset correctness of data is best in all cases. Therefore if we take random
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Fig. 6. K-Nearest Neighbour Classiﬁcation algorithm is applied on the sketch vector for diﬀerent values of sketch matrix vs correctness of data.
values in sketch matrix to be in the range of maximum and minimum value of the dataset and thereafter applying
distance based clustering and classiﬁcation algorithms on sketch vector we can get good enough results.
5. Conclusion
We have presented an algorithm for dimensionality reduction of massive datasets. Data that does not ﬁt into the
main memory is trimmed down using Random sketch and then distance based clustering and classiﬁcation algorithms
are applied on the reduced dataset which could not be done if we have the original data as it could not be incorporated
into the primary memory .We have also presented results which shows that if the random value chosen are between
maximum andminimumvalues of the dataset for sketch matrix, good results are obtainedwhen K-Means, Hierarchical
clustering and K-Nearest Neighbour algorithms were applied on sketch vector obtained after reduction of dataset.
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